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Welcome to the launch edition of 

GearUp magazine, the quarterly

magazine for Welsh bikers in South

and West Wales. You can find

copies of GearUp in over 450

outlets across the region. Each

issue we’ll bring you rideout and

route information, product and

bike reviews, readers’ stories and

ideas on how to spend great days

out on your bike, plus rider

profiles and galleries.

We hope you enjoy the first edition of GearUp. Please visit
www.gearupmag.co.uk and give us your thoughts on the
magazine and you can also join our forum and share your
views with other like-minded people. 

We hope to create something that will enhance the life of
Welsh bikers and to do this we’d love to hear from you too.
Tell us about yourself, your bike and what biking means to
you. Over future issues we hope that GearUp will grow into
something valued and enjoyed by bikers of all ages and form 
a comprehensive database of biker information, businesses
and people. 

Thanks for reading. Ride safe.
The GearUp team

GearUp Magazine is designed and printed in South Wales.
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LLANDOW TRACK DAY
Following the success of the Riders
track day in May, a second is planned. 

The track day is set to be in September
and the date will be confirmed soon so
check our website for details at
www.gearupmag.co.uk

For pictures and comment from the last
track day have a look at the July edition
of G-UP Magazine on-line (see below).

BEVAN’S OPEN EVENING
Bevan’s Motorcycles in Cardiff will be
hosting an open evening on 28th August.

There will be a band, barbecue and all
kinds of special promotions  at Bevan’s
Motorcycles Cardiff store.

HARLEY RIDERS LAUNCH
In September Riders Motorcycles Bristol
will be holding a Harley Davidson 2012
launch. There will be two new models –
the Dyna Switchback and V-Rod.

G-UP THE GEARUP E-ZINE
Each month we publish our e-zine
roundup of all things two-wheeled.

The July and August editions are already
online. Please visit our Facebook page 
or website to see more.

LIFE’S A BEACH... OR IS IT? 
First of all, Weston Beach Race was on, then it was off, then it
was on, but with a different organiser from recent years. 

Then it had moved to Swansea – then it hadn’t (depending on
who you talk to). Then it had but hang on, are we talking
about Swansea Beach Race or WBR11? Are they the same
thing? Then RHL Activities apparently retendered for Weston
Beach Race (hadn’t that moved to Swansea?) and, allegedly,
were awarded the contract. So now (again ‘allegedly’) there
are two beach races - Weston Beach Race and Swansea Beach
Race but, hang fire, there could be a third if Events 22 decide
to run one in another location. Who are Events 22? Honestly,
it’s a long story and there’s not enough room here! 

6

THE                E-ZINE 

JULY 2011 BY BIKERS FOR BIKERS TRACKDAY        LLANDOW CIRCUIT

Most riders’ misconception of trackdays
is “you have to be fast to do a trackday!”
With dedicated groups for beginners
and free tuition available, being fast
simply isn’t on the list of requirements!
We tagged along to the latest Riders
Motorcycles Trackday on 6th May. 
More pics and info on our Facebook
page and www.gearupmag.co.uk 

WORDS SHAUN POPE PHOTOGRAPHYMARK JOHNSON
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“RACING IS LIFE. ANYTHING BEFORE
OR AFTER IS JUST WAITING.” Steve McQueen
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WHAT’S UP?     GEARUPNEWSGO WEST - GO RIDE!
The West Wales Motorcycle Show will be held at 
Carmarthen Showground, Nantyci, Carmarthen, SA33 5DR 
on the 20th (9am – 5pm) and 21st August (10am – 5pm).

This is the fifth show and coincides with the 15th anniversary
of Carmarthen & District Motorcycle Club. Entrance fee is a
very reasonable £7.50 per adult, with accompanied children
under 16 being allowed in free. There will be on-site camping
available, a licensed bar and, hopefully, evening entertainment
with live bands. The show’s main theme this year is
‘everything moto’ but still geared towards a fun-filled family
weekend. “More stunts, more bikes on display, more traders
and dealerships, more attractions, a classic bike and car
auction, children’s corner and go-carts, auto-jumble, great food
and lots more,” say the organisers.

Show proceeds go to Ty-Hafan, Ferryside Inshore Lifeboat and
Wales Air Ambulance. Definitely one for the diary. More info
on www.carmarthenmotorcycleclub.co.uk

THE                E-ZINE 

AUG 2011 BY BIKERS FOR BIKERS

ABERDARE
PARK 
ROAD RACE 
SPECIAL

6 ROADRACE          ABERDARE PARK

Aberdare Park Road Races is a truly
unique motorcycling event. It is the only
race circuit in the UK that is less than
half a mile from a town centre. 

As a race track, it has an enviable
reputation as one of the world’s best
short circuits. Set in fifty acres, the 0.9
mile park road winds itself through trees
and around the perimeter of Aberdare’s
picturesque town park. 

For history buffs, the park opened on
the 27th July 1869 and was landscaped
and planted by William Barron who had
designed many parks in England. The
original park was created and instigated
by R H Rhys and in 1956 the National
Eisteddfod was held at the park. A
Gorsedd stone circle was erected to
commemorate the event - it still stands.

Less than thirty miles from the Welsh
capital, Cardiff, Aberdare Park is now
one of the ‘must-ride’ circuits on the
planet and every year rumours abound
as to which racing celebrity will turn up
to race. This year, there was a buzz
around the paddock that Guy Martin was
going to race – alas it wasn’t to be but
the Park has had its fair share of racing
royalty over the years. 

All this from its humble beginnings back
on the 30th September 1950, when the
first meeting took place. Despite being
run in very poor weather, it still
managed to attract a crowd of over
15,000 spectators.

Dave Bennett from Birmingham won the
main race of the day and also the fastest
lap of the day on his 500cc Norton at an
average race speed of 49 mph. Doesn’t
sound fast until you watch the riders up
close. Trust me, that’s quick. 
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Aberdare Park - one of the world’s

best short circuits.
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MV AGUSTA 675 TRIPLE 
STP Motorsport, Hereford take delivery
of the new MV Agusta 675 Triple.

Hopefully arriving in September, at 140
bhp it’s the most powerful machine in
its class. Beyond this exciting addition,
STP Motorsport is looking forward to the
launch of the MV Agusta F4 Oro (Italian
for Gold) around the New Year. With an
on the road price of just under £20,000
you’d better get saving!

THE REAL DEAL 
South Wales Superbikes are working on
a number of promotional deals.

Including a 0% interest offer on finance
on certain models, full details will be
available soon. South Wales Superbikes
are also pleased to confirm that all of the
roadworks around the store are now
complete – so no more diversions. 

South Wales Superbikes have an
extensive range of demonstration
models available at their Newport store

WIN A CBT!
To enter, email info@gearupmag.co.uk
with your name and address details.

Andy Smith of 1st Class Rider Training 
in Cardiff has kindly offered GearUp
readers the opportunity to win a CBT
training session worth £125. 

SHUT UP 
AND RIDE.

WIN!A CBT TRAINING
SESSION WORTH£125 SEE RIGHT
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RIDE WITH THE

DIAVEL
You just can’t get away 
from the Ducati Diavel 
at the moment. The bike 
press are raving about this 
new entry in the cruiser 
class. We take a closer look.
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REVIEW                      DUCATIDIAVEL

At first glance it’s easy to mistake this
machine for any other generic cruiser.
But on closer inspection the Brembo
calipers and Marchesini wheels on this
model tell me this is no ordinary Harley
wannabe.

The performance theme continues with
the V-Twin engine. Of the same
configuration to traditional bikes of this
type, but that’s where the similarities
end. At the heart of the Diavel is a
1200cc Testastretta engine producing
162bhp.

The longer wheelbase and gargantuan
240 section rear tyre enable it to out
accelerate Ducati’s 1198 up to 60mph.
A cruiser out accelerating a superbike? 
This I have to try. While the engine
warms up I have a play with the onboard
computer, which is incredibly simple to
navigate even with clumsy gloved
fingers and a total lack of patience. I
manage to engage sport mode and turn
off the traction control in a few short
button strokes. The interface is very
simple to use and impressive to look at
thanks to a full colour display.

If you’re in the mood for cruising there
are two softer power modes to choose
from, as well as an eight stage traction
control system. Lifting the Diavel off its
sidestand I get yet another surprise. It
appears bulky but in reality is a
featherweight, tipping the scales at only
207kg. Far lighter than any V-Rod, V-Max
or Harley Davidson. The relatively light
weight of the Ducati is even easier to
manoeuvre thanks to the low seat
height.

As I tiptoe through busier traffic in
search of more open routes the Ducati
shows it has low speed manners in
abundance. There is plenty of steering
lock making filtering effortless, even on
such a large bike. The clutch is one of
the best I have encountered, a real
pleasure to use.  
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A cruiser has no right to be

this quick, or this much fun. 

It isn’t just fast for a cruiser,

it’s fast full stop.
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With such massive power in reserve it’s
reassuring to know the Diavel comes
with ABS as standard, delivered through
the hugely powerful Brembo calipers.  

Even at town pace the torque gives a
clue to how much power is in store. But
nothing really prepares me for the sheer
savagery of the engine when the throttle
is opened.

It almost catches me out. It’s a mistake
to assume the longer wheelbase will be
forgiving when getting hard on the gas. 
It will wheelie if provoked. It’ll do the
same in second gear too. I’m sure you’ve
gathered this is not your average cruiser.
This bike is all about that engine. It feels
like it’s been pulled straight from the
1198. It’s a real Jekyll and Hyde of a
motor, and thanks to the 3 switchable
power maps it doesn’t seem to suffer
from any compromises, either. 

Once given a clear road the Diavel
continues to pull relentlessly, only
pausing momentarily to be fed more
gears. A cruiser has no right to be this
quick, or this much fun. It isn’t just fast
for a cruiser, it’s fast full stop.

Standard exhausts do little to dampen
the enthralling note emitted. This engine
is one of my all time favourites, it is an
utter peach. The Diavel even goes
around corners, an alien concept to
most of its direct competition. Ground
clearance wasn’t an issue either.
Obviously it doesn’t handle like a
sportsbike, but it is a million times better
than anything else in the class and
perfectly capable of embarrassing more
race oriented machinery in the right
hands.

I had high expectations for the Diavel
and it blew them away. It really does live
up to the hype, and then some. 
The only competition that comes close
is Yamaha’s V-Max, and at £19,995
compared to xxx for the Ducati, it’s no
surprise the Diavel is proving popular. ■

WORDS SHAUN POPE  PHOTOGRAPHY MOJOFFOTO

REVIEW                      DUCATIDIAVEL
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14 THECARDIFF-BASED
PHOTOGRAPHER, MARK

JOHNSON, HAS A PASSION FOR
BEAUTIFUL IMAGERY. WHETHER
IT’S PEOPLE, PLACES OR FOOD,

IT’S ALL FUEL FOR HIS CREATIVE
FIRE. BUT ONE THING THAT
GETS MARK’S MOJO MOVING 

IS PHOTOGRAPHING
MOTORCYCLES.

Mark originally trained as a graphic designer before setting up
his first photographic studio in Cardiff in the 1980s. Mark says,

“My knowledge of graphic design gives me an excellent
understanding of how to use space and layout and, ultimately,

how to take a picture that shows off products, places and
people to their best. I worked mainly in the field of editorial
photography in the early years, and developed a great eye for 

a picture. I undertake every job personally, from idea
development through to digital retouching and final editing, 

so I can maintain control of each image, which is then
delivered to schedule. Because I work solely for myself, each
job gets my personal attention and my clients like my honest

and practical approach to work.”

Mark is inspired by motorcycles, good food, great design, and
excellent photography. To find out more about Mark and see

more of his work, visit his website www.mojoffoto.com
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SNAPPER
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HOOKED ON

CLASSICS
The 2011 Vintage Motorcycle Club’s ride-out 

from Penarth along the Heritage Coast to Porthcawl.

Classic machines and great people.

WORDS AND PHOTOGRAPHY MARK ROBERTS  MORE IMAGES IN THE GALLERY AT WWW.GEARUPMAG.CO.UK
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Look out for G-Up, the GearUp e-zine 

for our Aberdare Park special review.

www.gearupmag.co.uk
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ROADRACE          ABERDARE PARK

Aberdare Park Road Races is a truly
unique motorcycling event. It is the only
race circuit in the UK that is less than
half a mile from a town centre. 

This year’s event was a resounding
success, especially as the fair weather
everyone had hoped for arrived just in
time for the weekend. 

It has an enviable reputation as one of
the world’s best short circuits. Set in
fifty acres, the 0.9 mile park road winds
itself through trees and around the
perimeter of Aberdare’s picturesque
town park. Less than thirty miles from
Cardiff, Aberdare Park is now one of
the’must-ride’ circuits on the planet and
every year rumours abound as to which
racing celebrity will turn up to race.
We’re looking forward to next year!

WORDS MARK ROBERTS PHOTOGRAPHY MOJOFFOTO
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If ever there was a good reason to leave your earplugs at
home, the Yamaha R1 is it. Since the new model was
launched in 2009 there have been no major updates. 
Newer models such as the BMW S1000RR and the new
Kawasaki ZX-10R have moved the game on another few 
steps with developments such as traction control and ABS,
not to mention even bigger gains in power. For many this
would be reason enough to overlook the R1 in favour of 
the newer, more developed competition. That would be a 
huge mistake.

With sportsbike development meaning higher and higher 
rev limits, it’s a refreshing change to jump aboard the latest
Yamaha R1 and revel in the masses of midrange torque
available. And the noise. Oh the noise! Even with standard
exhausts it still emits a unique throaty rasp that means
needlessly blipping the throttle quickly becomes an addictive
habit. The engine note turns heads, which is just as well, 
as the looks aren’t particularly inspiring and are certainly 
nothing to write home about. The latest update has added a
few inches to the rear end giving the R1 a chubbier silhouette
than previous models.

Aesthetics aside it’s immediately apparent the R1 is a hugely
capable road bike. The riding position is roomy and all day
comfortable. The engine is tractable at legal speeds as well as
being stupidly fast when the mood takes you. It takes a special
bike with a special engine to make me swear out loud when
riding it. The R1 achieved this and the first few times I opened
the throttle in full power ‘A’ mode the air turned blue! 

22

And the noise. Oh the

noise! Even with standard

exhausts it still emits a

unique throaty rasp...
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REVIEW YAMAHAR1
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The brakes are still superb and not once 

did I feel the need to have traction control

intervening while playing on the local twisties. 
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REVIEW YAMAHAR1

This is what 1000cc superbikes are all
about. Their party trick is massive
acceleration. Involuntarily lifting the
front wheel in third gear on a constant
mission to headbutt the horizon. This is
where the R1 excels. Even without the
latest fancy ABS the brakes are still
superb and not once did I feel the need
to have traction control intervening
while playing on the local twisties. 

Make no mistake though, the R1
demands respect and a steady throttle
hand as there is still over 170bhp on tap.
If you fancy taking things steady the R1
has three power modes to choose from.
‘B’ mode offers a softened throttle
response and a cut in power. Ideal if
you’re caught out in a downpour.
‘standard’ mode offers full power, but
only when the revs reach the redline. 
‘A’ mode is recommended for track
riding, or for when you’re really in a
hurry! The full fury of the engine is
unleashed. One for the brave.

The Yamaha may be lacking some of the
other latest and greatest electronic
gizmos but it really doesn’t need them.
The finished article is refined and stable
enough to just get on with the job, albeit
at mind bending speeds. Perhaps the
rival machines will be marginally faster
on a racetrack, but on the road where
things really matter, the R1 is still
relevant. ■

WORDS SHAUN POPE PHOTOGRAPHY MOJOFFOTO
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BIKERFRIENDLY LITTLE BLUE DELI

Bikers are creatures of habit - always
looking for a destination, somewhere
interesting to ride to and, preferably,
with the reward of some decent food at
the end of it. With the opening of The
Little Blue Deli on Thompson Street in
Barry there’s one more on the list.

Owner and R1 rider Jonathan said, 
“I have been planning to open an
informal eating place for years. I have
always travelled a lot and have been
lucky enough to visit cities all over the
world. Wherever I go, eating is always a
very important part of the trip and I
have been able to gather up good ideas
from all kinds of places. I wanted to
create somewhere that felt special,
somewhere with great food, beautiful
design and a relaxed atmosphere.”

“I believe we have achieved that in
Barry. We cook nearly all of our food
from basic raw ingredients in store. At
the front of our store we bake cakes
ready to eat, on the hour, every hour.
There's nothing better than a freshly
baked chocolate cake. We offer a full
range of hot and cold meals from 7 in
the morning until 7 at night. To add to
the fun we have a selection of deli
produce, chocolates and old fashioned
sweets like pear drops and my favourite,
pink foam shrimps!”

Of course being owned and run by
bikers means The Little Blue Deli is biker
friendly and even offers a free cake to
the first biker through the door each
day. Jonathan said, “I recently saw it
referred to as the ‘Rumble to the
Crumble!’ We all look forward to seeing
who will be the first biker to arrive, so
whenever you are in the area, call by
and see us - you never know, you may
be first!” ■

WORDS MARK ROBERTS PHOTOGRAPHY MARK ROBERTS
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EIGHTEEN (AGAIN)

I bet you all started riding

bikes for the same reason

that I did - a three letter

word that’s seldom used

nowadays. Fun!
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WITH A

BULLET
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Make no mistake, the Bullet is
no stripped down, tuned-up
café racer. The half litre engine
produces just shy of thirty
brake horsepower - enough 
to propel it to 85mph if you try
hard enough.
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Whether it was blasting around a field
on a friends’ Honda chicken chaser, or
nervously wobbling through cones on
your DAS, fun was probably high on the
list of priorities. Since those giddy glory
days however, some of the fun may have
been lost. It’s easy to forget why we
started riding in the first place. We know
what you’re thinking, what has this got
to do with a Royal Enfield Bullet 500?
Well it’s just that. Back to basics, grin
inducing fun.

At a glance you’d think this particular
Bullet was a pristine example from the
1950’s, not a brand new machine. Royal
Enfield are still producing new Bullets to
this day, albeit hand built in India
instead of Redditch. Modern parts have
been added to satisfy EU regulations
such as Fuel Injection and a disc brake at
the front. The kick start has also been
replaced with new fangled electricity.
The Bullet still preserves its character
even with these modifications and if it
weren’t for the number plate giving
away its age it could quite easily pass as
a vintage machine.

Starting the engine is a lot simpler than it
would have been back in the day. A
press of a button has the 500cc single
cylinder reverberating a steady duff duff
duff off the walls of the garage. I’m
grinning already. I decide to take the
Heritage Coast route featured on our
website www.gearupmag.co.uk (in the
G-UP Ezine). Plenty of lovely views, tight
winding single track country roads and
virtually zero traffic make this an ideal
route for this bike.

Make no mistake, the Bullet is no
stripped down, tuned-up café racer. 
The half litre engine produces just shy of
thirty brake horsepower - enough to
propel it to 85mph if you try hard
enough. This really isn’t what the Royal
Enfield was designed for though. If the
route turns gravelly or bumpy in places,
as it does on the Heritage Coast route,
the Bullet takes it in its stride, the softly
sprung suspension making light work of
imperfections in the road. The brakes
are perfectly up to the job. 

REVIEW ROYALENFIELDBULLET500
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The frugal nature of this machine will
surprise many who think of single
cylinder machines as inefficient.
The fuel economy issue is enough to
drag this bike up to the present day,
making it relevant to those who would
otherwise discard the idea of owning a
Royal Enfield. It’s impossible to make a
judgement over long term reliability but
from what we saw the build quality was
of an acceptable standard. There are
certain parts such as the front of the
tank mounts which are quite clearly
hand finished.

The stripes on the petrol tank are also
hand painted which adds to the overall
character of the bike, setting it apart
from mass produced machines.
The individual features are unremarkable
but together they create a special
machine steeped in heritage. The Bullet
is a classic example of the whole being
greater than the sum of its parts. If you
sometimes forget what it is you love
about motorcycles, it’s quite possible the
Royal Enfield Bullet will remind you. ■

WORDS SHAUN POPE PHOTOGRAPHY MOJOFFOTO

REVIEW ROYALENFIELDBULLET500

Gear choice isn’t crucial. The Bullet will
pull in top gear from below thirty. The
other four gears are only there if you’re
in a rush. Rushing the gearbox isn’t
recommended, though. It will change at
its own pace and going for a swift down
change of the box will result in a firm
protest in the form of a false neutral.
Nearing top speed the Bullet gives a
slight weave, enough to convince you to
slow down a tad. Best to relax into the
plush saddle and let the thumping waves
of torque carry you along at a more
sedate pace. The engine actually sounds
better at lower revs, making a deeper
putt putt putt note from just above idle.

After a while behind the bars of the
Bullet the novelty still hasn’t worn off,
and I’ve yet to wipe the silly grin off my
face. I’m starting to understand what this
bike is all about. On a sportier machine
these roads would be a pain, always
waiting for the next opportunity to open
the throttle. When the extra power isn’t
available, the craving for roads to utilise
that power simply doesn’t arise. Leaving
you to get on with the job of bimbling
along taking in the views. 

It also has a certain character that is
difficult to pinpoint. The engine
vibrations aren’t overwhelming, but 
add to the riding experience, almost as 
if it is a living breathing machine. 
Simply put, on the right road the Bullet
is hard to beat. 

It’s easily possible for the Bullet to
return a hundred miles to the gallon. 
I’ll repeat that. For every gallon of fuel
burnt it’s possible to travel one hundred
miles provided you don’t try testing the
top speed too often. There are reports 
of as much as one hundred and twelve
miles to a single gallon. For an engine
that hasn’t changed much in design
since the original machine of the
nineteen fifties, this is incredible.
Couple that with a tank capacity of 
three gallons and it’s possible to ride for
three hundred miles without stopping.
Having ridden a fraction of that distance
aboard the Bullet I would be quite 
happy to ride until the tank was empty. 

A big thank 
you to Llandow

Classics in
Cowbridge for

the loan of their
machine. A trip

to their
showroom is

highly
recommended.

What the staff
don’t know

about Classic
British

Motorcycles
probably isn’t

worth knowing.
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DIRTY 
PRETTY 
THING
It’s time I came clean about 

getting dirty. When it comes 

to the rough stuff I’m hopeless.  

End of story.

So, when I was handed the keys 

to Yamaha’s new Super Tenere 

it wasn’t going to get a thorough

Dakar-style workout.
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Perhaps this ‘soft road’ test is more in keeping with what the
average Super Tenere will come up against on a day to day
basis. Although I did my best to get the SuperTen stuck on as
many different surfaces as possible!

The competition in this class is already well established. With
BMW’s GS taking a large majority of the sales, and with the
Yamaha costing more than a fully loaded GS Adventure, it has
plenty to prove. Ducati’s all singing, all dancing Multistrada is
only £700 more expensive.

On paper the Super Tenere can put up a fight. It comes
equipped with a traction control system that can be turned off
if you venture offroad. ABS and a smart linked braking system,
together with powerful calipers make stopping easier than
ever. There is also an anti-wheelie system that works in parallel
with the traction control. Fast starts away from the traffic
lights are now idiot proof with no danger of looping over
backwards.

With 109bhp at your disposal this was never going to be too
much of a problem. The motor delivers the power in a very
linear, surprise free fashion. Big fat waves of torque are never
far away, good news if you intend on scaling mountains with
your Tenere. 

This doesn’t mean the Yamaha will run out of puff at high
speeds, either. If you need to get a move on, it will happily sit
at three figure speeds, dispatching continents with ease. It’ll
even hold its own on fast open corners where traditionally this
type of machine would suffer. 

At 261kg the Yamaha is no lightweight. Once on the move the
weight is all but forgotten. Even at low speeds the low centre
of gravity makes tight manoeuvres even easier. The Tenere is
the easiest bike I’ve ever attempted to do a U-turn on, thanks
to the generous amount of steering lock.
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On a bike with touring aspirations and
the ability to ride for over 200 miles
between fill ups, rider comfort is crucial.
Once again the Yamaha delivers. The
seat may not be the softest but the
overall riding position makes massive
mile munching effortless. The screen did
a fantastic job of keeping the wind blast
over the top of my poor choice of
helmet, with virtually no buffeting.

With a digital readout giving MPG
figures whilst on the move it’s tempting
to sit back, put the Tenere into touring
mode and see how far you can go on a
tank. It’s just as tempting however, to
flick the switch from Touring to Sport
and see how low you can get the MPG
figure to go! The Yamaha is equally
capable of doing both.

The same can’t be said for off-road
duties. I got the Super Tenere stuck on
more than a few occasions whilst
pretending to be Ewan-Mcboorman on
the soft stuff. The majority of the blame
can be pointed squarely at the dual sport
tyres that the Yamaha comes fitted with.
They are road focused first and
foremost. Understandable.

Even with limited riding capabilities it’s
possible to find the limits of these tyres
quickly when the going gets rough. 

REVIEW YAMAHASUPERTENERE
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Give me a Tenere and I’ll show

you a good time!
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Sand, pebbles or mud will have the
Super Tenere struggling for grip. You
really don’t want to be wrestling with a
quarter of a ton of Japanese metal while
dabbing along through deep sand.
Attempts at riding along pebble beaches
will also end in a similar conclusion,
although once fitted with more
aggressive tyres I’m sure it will deal with
slippery surfaces with aplomb.

If you’re looking for a capable continent
crusher but can’t bear to be seen riding
a BMW GS, then the Yamaha is a fresh
alternative that matches the competition
blow for blow. ■

WORDS SHAUN POPE
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Tuning is an expensive

business. Power Commanders,

aftermarket exhaust systems,

dyno time. All of the above

will quickly melt the credit

card in the pursuit of a few

extra horsepower.
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Fear not. There is a quick and simple
solution that will transform your bike
without causing financial ruin.
Changing your sprockets can have a
drastic effect on the way your bike
behaves. Acceleration, top speed and
fuel economy can all be altered by using
different sized sprockets.

Less teeth on the front sprocket will
increase acceleration. It’s best to begin
with 1 tooth less than standard, but with
front sprockets starting at a tenner it’s
possible to experiment without breaking
the bank.

A larger rear sprocket will also have the
same effect and both can be changed to
enhance acceleration. Even with small
changes to gearing, the results will be
immediately noticeable. A previously
underpowered machine will feel faster,
more eager to accelerate and will be
more responsive to throttle input. 
More fun! If wheelies are your thing,
then a bigger rear sprocket will help
things along no end.

Quite the opposite is needed for off-road
biased machines. Supermoto bikes and
converted MotoCross machines are
designed to deliver big power at low
speeds. A larger front sprocket or
smaller rear sprocket will increase top
speed. This is a common modification
made to machines originally designed for
low speed work such as Supermoto
bikes. Fuel economy will also be
improved. If you use a supermoto bike
for everyday use where you occasionally
need to travel on A roads or motorways,
higher gearing is a must have mod.

A word of warning though. Changing
your gearing will have an effect on your
speedo, making it over/under read
slightly depending on how many teeth
you alter on your sprockets. A Speedo
Healer will fix this and keep your
speedometer readings accurate.

Visit www.bandcexpress.co.uk for a
massive choice of gearing options. 

WORDS SHAUN POPE PHOTOGRAPHY MOJOFFOTO

GEAR  SPROCKETPERFORMANCE
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You’d be surprised how many bikers
choose to ride without earplugs, and in
the process permanently damaging
their hearing on every ride they take. It’s
not even the engine noise that does the
damage so you’re at risk even if your
bike has a quiet exhaust.

Here are some statistics for you to
consider. At anything over 100 decibels
your hearing can be permanently
damaged by as little as an hours’
exposure. Noise levels from even a quiet
helmet can reach 103 decibels at legal
speeds. If you like to press on a little
then that exposure time falls before
damage occurs. Once you damage your
hearing, it will never return. Do you ever
get that ringing in your ears after a ride?
That’s a sign you have done damage to
your hearing.

I’ve tried all of the different types of
plugs over the years, and the ones I now
wear every time without fail are Oxford
Moldex sparkplug earplugs. Cheap, long
lasting, comfortable and disposable and
as you can see they come in loads of
funky colours. If you’re still riding
without earplugs then give them a go,
it’s a no brainer.

GEAR EARPLUGS
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These aren’t gloves in the traditional
sense. In fact Knox don’t even call them
gloves, instead preferring to use the
term ‘Hand Armour.’ Straight away 
you can see these are different to
traditional gloves.

The ‘exoskeleton’ on the back of the
hand looks radical, claiming to offer
added protection to the back of the
hand.  They move independently like
exterior tendons and are by far the most
eye catching feature.

The palm of the Handroid is made from
supple Kangaroo leather, vented on the
tips of the fingers for extra cooling.
Another feature is the Knox SPS system
on the palm itself (Scaphoid Protection
system). These are three plastic areas
that slide when they contact the ground,
protecting the scaphoid rather than
allowing the palm to grip the ground on
impact which can cause injury.

The wrist securing system is also brand
new, using Boa lacing technology which
is backed by a lifetime warranty. The
way they can be tightened to grip the
wrist surpasses the Velcro type on other
gloves. It’s obvious Knox has put a lot of
thought into the design of these gloves
and as well as being ultra protective they
also look fantastic.

They’re not cheap with an RRP of
£159.99 but you certainly get a lot of
technology for the money.

WORDS SHAUN POPE 
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GEAR KNOXHANDROID

KNOX HAS PUT A LOT OF THOUGHT
INTO THE DESIGN OF THESE GLOVES

AND AS WELL AS BEING ULTRA
PROTECTIVE THEY ALSO LOOK

FANTASTIC.
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We all like to splash out on a treat
for our bikes now and again, and 
a pair of tasty levers are usually
high on the list of potential mods.

If only the best will do then you’ll be
after a pair of Pazzo levers. Made from
billet aluminium they are the finest
levers that money can buy. I’ve owned a
pair of shorties from Pazzo in the past
and, without a doubt, they are exquisite.
The quality comes at a price - £139 for a
pair isn’t cheap. Now, however, there’s
a much cheaper alternative from
www.the2wheels.com

I ordered a pair of standard length
levers, although you can choose from
stubby and flip-up style items. There is a
huge range of colours to choose from
and it’s possible to customise them with
coloured adjusters and even have a laser
etched mark of your choice burned into
them. Again, these levers are machined
from high quality 6061 billet aluminium.

The real selling point is the price. Under
£30 and postage is free. Mine arrived in
under ten days from Hong Kong without
any fuss at all. If you read reviews online
you will see more of the same. Reliable,
speedy service of a top quality product. 

I can honestly say I would struggle to tell
the difference between these and a pair
of Pazzo’s. No need to thank us, head off
to treat yourself to a pair.

GEAR PAZZOLEVERS
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So, what’s it like returning after 25 years? Well,
daunting, exciting and a bit frustrating to be honest.
I had forgotten just how damn scary it is to be out
on track when it is full of real racers going for it full
tilt. Getting your elbow wacked by a 125 diving
under you when you are going as fast, and leaning
over as far, as you thought was possible is bloody
unnerving even if the experience only lasts a
nanosecond. I tell you what though, it’s bloody
impressive to be in the middle of a group of bikes
charging through a long sweeping bend seeing the
lean angles and realising that you are doing the
same thing (just not quite as fast). 

At the same time it’s frustrating not to be anywhere
near on the pace especially when you’ve been
there once. Obviously you can’t just go out there
and expect to recapture your old speed but it
would be nice not to have to work so bloody hard
at it. One thing I do remember, is that racing is 90%
in the mind. You are, in effect, competing against
your own fear. The most inoffensive, wimpy
looking rider can turn out to be the fastest thing
ever whilst the bullish braggart may soon find out
that they just don’t have the nuts for it.

Some things we didn’t have in the ‘old days’ were
transponders, tyre warmers, back protectors and
proper knee sliders. I used to cut up plastic coke
bottles taped to the knees of my leathers. In
essence, racing is more or less the same now as it
was 25 years ago. The guys at the front are so fast
that, initially, you have no idea how they are doing
it. Spectators might not be able to tell from track-
side but the really fast blokes are just about
crashing on every lap. Furthermore, unless you are
riding as hard as you dare all the time, you will get
passed by almost everyone. There is absolutely no
time or place to take a little breather. It’s throttle-
stop to brakes, maximum lean back to throttle-stop
or you are nowhere. Oh, and despite the advances
in protective equipment, crashes still hurt! 

Forgive me if I appear a tad thin-skinned but I
thought being asked to write a piece based on
being ‘an old **** returning to racing after a 50
year break’ was just a little rude. Now at least 
two of those statements are wholly wrong. Its 25
years not 50 and being ‘old’ is all in the mind. 
I should of course have told them to get stuffed!
But truth be told, I’m just too vain to pass up an
opportunity to whore a photo plus spout complete
bollocks, so I’ll press on. 

To cut a long story short, between 1982 and 1986, 
I raced production-based bikes, mostly 350 Yamahas,
in regional and national championships in South
Africa. The standard was very high and I was little
more than a mid-field runner in the national races
but as someone once said, ‘the older I get the better
I was.’ In the intervening years, I have often flirted
with the idea of having another go but like many
other wannabe racers, life got in the way until a
combination of coincidences, starting with a small
off in Mid-Wales last September which broke my
ankle and worse, wrote off my beloved Fazer, led me
back to the track. I decide to ride in the Minitwins
class with NGRR (www.ngroadracing.org).

This was based on cost and the belief that I
wouldn’t come last. The MiniTwins are mostly
Suzuki SV 650s of varying vintage and is about the
cheapest way to go racing with very little in the
way of tuning modifications permitted. A bit like
my body really, you could say it was vintage at 52
and there is very little tuning left in it. As for being
cheap, well that’s another story entirely. 
However, preparing to go racing did provide the
motivation to get into the gym and out cycling. 
The maximum 72BHP allowed in the MiniTwins
means that any excess weight translates into slower
lap times and I’ve managed to lose over two stone
since Christmas. I’ve also toned up a bit in
preparation for the inevitable trips down the
tarmac on my backside. 
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THE OLDER I GET
THE BETTER I WAS

One man’s mid-life crisis 
is another man’s return to racing
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I hate leaving a race meeting with the feeling that I
didn’t lay it on the line when the chance was there.
I did that a lot 25 years ago and I am determined
not to make the same mistakes again. This will
probably mean that I crash a bit more but it’s 
racing not just riding around a track reasonably
quickly. Whoever I am near on the track can rest
assured that I will try to get past even if it is only 
for 15th place. My body might be softer these days
but I’m stronger mentally. Mind you, I was a bit
detuned after two crashes in a weekend at 
Pembrey in May.

I had prepared well for this meeting. A track day
the previous weekend and extra long sessions on
the Friday meant that for once I was going into the
races knowing which way round the track went
and with a fair few miles under my belt.
Unfortunately, things didn’t go as expected. I took
a chance on a worn front tyre and paid the price
when, to my everlasting shame, I lost the front on
the warm-up lap of the qualifying race. After
frantically fixing the bike, I had to start at the back
of the grid for the main event. I did have a lot of fun
overtaking lots of people to finish in the top half
but the times were slower than I had hoped for. 

On Sunday, disaster struck in the newcomers race
on the first lap as I went for an overtake around the
outside of the fast left-hand sweep to get into third
place. I got too excited, ran out of track and hit the
horrible, horrible Pembrey kerbing on the outside
which had me on the floor in an instant. The bike
wasn’t too damaged but I took a battering
physically and mentally. I had to start at the back
again for the main race and although I worked my
way through and had a pulled out a last corner
overtake, it wasn’t with the same gusto as on
Saturday and not helped by a misfiring bike, my lap
times were slower. But that’s racing. If it was
predictable and always went to plan, it wouldn’t be
so satisfying went it does occasionally go well.

This first season back was always going to be a
learning experience, especially as far as the
different tracks are concerned. Nevertheless, I’m
getting the feeling back and I think that I might
eventually be more competitive than all those years
ago. However, it’s hard to compare the two eras
and I think it’s daft to try. I’m just going to ride as
hard as I dare and try to beat whoever is around me
at any particular time. That’s what racing has
always been about. ■
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BRUTE
FORCE
MV Agusta have chosen the perfect name

for this bike. It really is, well... brutal.
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ver the years I’ve ridden only a handful
of bikes fast enough to scare me; my
original Yamaha R1 and Kawasaki
ZX10R being the most memorable
examples. The Brutale 1090RR now
joins that list.

Right from the off it tried to spit me off
the back. The power delivery is akin to a
big bore motocross machine. Modern
sporty bikes don’t tend to have such
massive torque at low revs anymore. The
fashion of late has been screaming rev
limits at the expense of torque. The
1090RR engine is taken from last years’
flagship F4 superbike monster, so I was
expecting a rev-happy screamer. There
was so much shove that I had to double
check with STP Motorsport that it was
running standard gearing. Even so it’ll
still top 165 miles per hour. Whoever
tested this has a much stronger neck
than me! That figure is entirely credible.
Wow!

Mojo had found a good spot to grab
some photos so we pulled in while he
sets up his camera gear, the perfect
opportunity to demonstrate the power
of this bike. An empty piece of fresh
tarmac that comes from nowhere and
goes there too. Built for an Industrial
Estate that is nowhere to be found and
shut off with bollards at either end, just
wide enough to fit a bike through. 

In the 100 metres or so of road the MV
lifts the front wheel in first gear. Then
second, and again in third. No clutch,
just throttle. All of this using less than
half of the available rev range - a
complete animal! On more than a few
occasions I found myself running out of
road. Just as well then that the Brutale is
equipped with Brembo Monoblock
Calipers powered by a Nissin master
cylinder. I struggle to get passionate
when writing about brakes. They either
work well or they don’t. 
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The stoppers on the Brutale are almost
as impressive as the engine. It’s no good
having powerful brakes unless you have
good feel through the lever. Both power
and feel are in abundance on this
machine. I was genuinely impressed. If
stoppies are your thing then you will be
spoilt. Hard braking will usually throw
up another problem in the form of a
juddering back wheel. Thankfully the
slipper clutch fitted to the 1090RR
works seamlessly.

It isn’t just an old fashioned brute of an
engine either. MV have reigned it in with
an eight stage traction control system. It
isn’t the most refined, however - it runs
off engine speed sensors rather than
more sophisticated wheel speed sensors.
If the rear wheel spins up it senses this
and retards the ignition, hopefully saving
your bacon. In all honesty I couldn’t feel
it working but I’m sure that it would
make a handy addition for track use.

The Brutale has lots of high quality
components all over it, as do the
majority of Italian bikes lately. It may not
have the Ohlins trickery found on the
Ducati Streetfighter but the Sachs shock
and Marzocchi do a brilliant job.
Coupled with the Dunlop Qualifier
rubber the handling was on par with the
engine and braking – fantastic. 

Comfort is also a strong point. I also
spent time aboard the F4 and getting on
the Brutale is a pleasure in comparison.
The riding position is roomy and the
wide, flat bars make it effortless to
muscle around. It isn’t the lightest
machine in the class by a fair margin but
it holds this weight well and unless I
read the weight figures on paper it
would be impossible to guess.  
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The more time I spend riding the Brutale
the more I start to bond with it. There is
a permanent smile etched onto my face.
Then the fuel light comes on. Ouch!
Surely it wasn’t that long since I last
filled up? It is a thirsty beast, but with a
massive 21 litre tank, stops at the pumps
are less frequent than perhaps they
should be.

Even if the Brutale leaves you penniless
due to its unquenchable thirst for Super
Unleaded you can at least spend time
poring over the beautiful details. The
rear wheel for example is a work of art
sitting proudly on full display on its
single sided swingarm. The spokes are
miniscule and it’s hard to believe they
can withstand such power. The twin
exhaust system is kept stacked and
stubby to avoid hiding the beauty of the
rear wheel. The howl emanating from
them has to be heard. The Italians
somehow manage to get away with
fitting loud exhausts as standard, and I
have no complaints on that front. 

Basking in a rare moment of sunshine
while Mojo did his thing we were in
agreement. The Italians know how to
style a bike. Now that the F4 has
developed a stubbier nose the Brutale is
my favourite looking MV Agusta. Where
riding enjoyment is concerned I’d
choose the Brutale over the F4 as well.
Being a diehard sportsbike fan this
surprised me somewhat. 

The fact is that for 99% of road riding
the Brutale is more fun.
More torque.
More low down power.
More real world comfort, and most
importantly, more grins. ■
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REVIEW   MVAGUSTABRUTALE1090

THE MORE TIME I SPEND RIDING
THE BRUTALE THE MORE I START

TO BOND WITH IT. THERE IS A
PERMANENT SMILE ETCHED

ONTO MY FACE.
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GEARUP TWOWHEELSGOOD

The Gear Up Magazine team

would like to extend our thanks 

to all those people that have

helped us to produce our first

printed edition. We appreciate 

your support and encouragement. 

Particular thanks goes to:
South Wales Superbikes - Newport.
Bevan’s Motorcycles - Cardiff.
STP Motorsport - Hereford.
Riders Motorcycles - Cardiff.
Llandow Classics - Llandow.
Thunder Road - Bridgend.
Wayne Mounter Motorcycles - Pontypridd.
1st Class Rider Training - Cardiff.

We would also like to thank all individual contributors 
for your pictures and stories. Thanks for helping to make 
the magazine varied and interesting and we hope you 
continue to contribute toward future editions. We’d 
also like to thank the 200 plus people who have 
already liked our Facebook page.

THANKS
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Charmain ‘Chamz’ Watts
Suzuki K7 GSX-R 750

What was the first bike you ever rode?
Apart from doing my CBT, the first bike I
owned was a Honda CBR125. I just
decided I wanted to do my test and got
some experience on the CBR first. It was
a great bike and gave me the confidence
to go ahead with my full test. I sold it to
a girl who took it to Gozo in Malta
where it’s still being ridden today.

What are you riding at the moment?
I have a K7 Suzuki GSX-R750. The main
reason I got the bike (apart from it being
drop dead gorgeous!) was due to the
narrow seat. Even though the seat height
isn’t that low the narrow seat enables
me to touch the floor comfortably which
is a big help with confidence. The
engine also has a bit more power and
torque compared to the 600 which
makes it easier to ride without having to
change gear all the time. It has an
Akrapovic exhaust which sounds
fantastic as well as Diamond rear sets
and short levers.

What’s your dream bike?
I’d love a Ducati 848 EVO in red with
Termignoni exhausts. If only I had the
money and the long legs for it.

What would be your two-wheeled trip of
a lifetime?
I’d love to travel all over Africa. Having
been to Rwanda, Uganda and Cameroon
in the past I’d like to return on a bike,
following the route taken by Ewan
McGregor on The Long Way Down.
If Charley Boorman wasn’t busy I’d let
him come along for the ride too! I’ve
always loved Africa and getting to see it
from 2 wheels would be a trip of a
lifetime.
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WIN £50 IN OUR
RIDER PROFILE
COMPETITION!
Visit www.gearupmag.co.uk
for entry details. 
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HAWKESe s s e n t i a l s

WINNERS WEAR 

37-39 Morgan Arcade Cardiff CF10 1AF  Telephone 029 2037 3780  
www.hawkesessentials.com
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DAVIES MOTOR COMPANY
HIGH QUALITY PAINT AND BODYWORK FOR CARS AND MOTORCYCLES

029 2039 4407
www.daviesmotorcompany.com
HADFIELD CLOSE, CARDIFF CF11 8BD

Approved by Aston Martin and Bentley.

We’d love to have the opportunity to be approved by you.
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